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Why is sustainability even an 
issue in the Digital Humanities?



What is an important problem with research data? [1]

Problems (Top 4)
➢ 1. Place (68%):  No maintenance of the website after the

end of research project

➢ 2. Place (60%):  old data formats are not readable with
current software

➢ 3. Place (45%):  Data is hard to find

➢ 4. Place (41%):  Data is badly documented and cannot be
interpreted adequately

[1] Kronenwett, Simone, and Brigitte Mathiak. 2017. "A Survey on 
Research Data at the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University 
of Cologne." In Digital Humanities 2017 Conference Abstracts, 294 -
298.

That‘s what they say… (in our survey)



Life spans of Digital Scholarly Editions

Aus „Sustainability Strategies for Digital Humanities Systems“. Claes Neuefeind, Brigitte 
Mathiak, Philip Schildkamp, Unmil Karadkar, Johannes Stigler, Elisabeth Steiner, Gunter 
Vasold, Fabios Tosques, Arianna Ciula, Brian Maher, Greg Newton, Stewart 
Arneil, Martin Holmes. Panel auf der ADHO Digital Humanities Conference 2020. 

8,5 years on average
6 years half-life

Books survive for centuries
without attention



Why look at Digital Scholarly Editions?

• DSE are fairly typical for Humanities projects

• They are (usually) online

• They are (usually) text-based

• They often have a database or XML to store the raw data

• Additionally, they often have interactive components, 
such as a search function, text statistics, translations, …

• This combination of data, representation and digital 
services is very common in Humanities

• It is also particularly difficult to preserve sustainably



What are the strategies?



Overview

• Cheaper maintenance by bundling projects
– SustainLife, DCH, University of Cologne

– GAMS, Centre for Information Modelling, University of Graz

• Re-design to preserve
– Humanities Computing and Media Centre, University of

Victory, Canada

– Lazarus project, CCeH, University of Cologne

• Sandbox
– King’s Digital Lab, King’s College London

• Web Archiving
– The Internet Archive a.k.a. the Wayback Machine
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(DCH, Uni Köln; IAAS, Uni Stuttgart)

• Goal: Increase sustainability of complex living systems, 
such as digital editions

• Method: Meta-modelling of the components in TOSCA 
to streamline maintenance processes, e.g. allowing us to
update multiple servers at once, re-start systems
automatically, etc. 

• Current state: five active prototypes

• Lessons learned: 
– Can be used retroactively on legacy projects

– It is relatively quick to learn and to apply

– It does improve maintenance costs significantly

– But inevitably re-design or shut-down is necessary (security)





GAMS, Centre for Information Modelling, 
University of Graz

• Goal: Get away from stand-alone, custom software

• Method: GAMS is a modular, standards-based software, 
that projects can use to implement their digital assets, 
which then will be maintained through the central
system

• Current state: over 95,000 digital objects, over 90 
projects

• Lessons learned: 
– Projects need to use this from the beginning, or they can start

all over; funding pressure is very helpful for this

– Not all project needs can be accomodated (though most)

– Projects benefit from features made for others

– Strong ongoing funding for the centre needed

– (Complexity is challenging to manage)





• Goal: Sustain Digital Humanities projects from the
University and KISS – Keep it simple

• Method: legacy projects are re-designed into HTML, CSS, 
Javascript versions only
The idea is that these are comparably stable and can live 
„on a USB stick“ thereby have very low maintenance

• Current state: 10+ projects

• Lessons learned: 

– Very low is not zero

– Suitable for legacy projects

– But much cheaper, if planned from the start

– The technology stack is surprisingly flexible







Lazarus project, CCeH, University of Cologne

• Goal: Longterm archiving and accessability of selected
legacy projects

• Method: re-designing legacy projects with newer
technologies, but adding only new technology, such as
search function, no new content

• Current state: 3 projects running again

• Lessons learned: 
– Time lapsed between project end and the beginning of the

restoration is very costly (data archeology)

– Documentation is helpful, but usually not sufficient

– People are a key factor

– Never promise you keep something running, unless you have
seen it first-hand and up close

– Costs of restoration higher than original IT costs



Cologne Sanskrit 

Lexicon

(LAZARUS 2)

Transformation of the

data to TEI-XML

Added search engine

over all lexica

http://www.sanskrit-

lexicon.uni-koeln.de/



• Goal: How to archive over 100 legacy projects without
funding…

• Method: six options depending on funds and complexity, the
low end option is a fully backed-up virtual machine with a 
placeholder website, another option is a static website
and/or webarchives

• Current state: 31 projects at the lowest option, over 100 in 
total

• Lessons learned: 
– Virtual machines and web archiving have the disadvantage of not 

being available in web search, counter-measures are needed

– Very good experiences with explicit Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) and a staged approach

– Newest option is pure data storage in a CKAN instance;
both projects as data, and data from projects

https://kdl.kcl.ac.uk/our-work/archiving-sustainability/


The minimalist version (lowest cost option)



The Internet Archive a.k.a. 
the Wayback Machine

• Goal: Archive the Internet

• Method: Websites are crawled and replicated in an 
index, which make them findable through the Wayback
Machine

• Current state: 616 million websites

• Lessons learned: 

– The Internet Archive is very open to archive Digital Humanities
content under the provision of both Digital Cultural Heritage 
and Digital Research

– However, it is not indexed in Google, so additional effort is
needed to make the projects findable to scholars

– The crawled pages can be slow and/or partially
broken, depending on underlying technologies







Conclusion

• Sustainability for Digital Humanities projects is a 
challenge and usually requires additional and ongoing
funding (e.g. a redesign every 7 years) to keep it fresh

• There are a couple of shoestring options

– Web archiving

– Static HTML (with or without Javascript)

• However, not all projects can be transformed in such a 
way without loss and findability of the resource suffers

• Combination with other measures, such as tombstone
pages, archiving of the data and the code mitigate this

• King‘s Lab has an excellent multi-layered approach

• Also consider joining GAMS-like systems




